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Abstract. A gamut of secure inter-domain routing protocols has been
proposed in the literature. They use traditional PGP-like and centralized Public Key Infrastructures for trust management. In this paper,
we propose our alternative approach for managing security associations,
Secure Blockchain Trust Management (SBTM), a trust management system that instantiates a blockchain-based PKI for the operation of secure
routing protocols. A main motivation for SBTM is to facilitate gradual
deployment across Autonomous Systems (ASes) with minimal operational and economical costs. An initial performance evaluation supports
the practicality of SBTM and outlines potential benefits of blockchainbased frameworks for securing routing protocols.
Keywords: trust management system, blockchain protocol,
secure routing
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Introduction

Secure inter-domain protocols safeguard the discovery of communication paths
among Autonomous Systems (ASes) from intentional attacks and misconfigurations; for example, the announcement of unauthorized prefixes or the outright
impersonation of ASes, or the modification of communication. Currently, the
Internet relies on the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [14], a versatile protocol
with no security guarantees. Research on secure inter-domain protocols, in particular on securing BGP, focuses on addressing security weaknesses in different
ways, e.g., by providing integrity, confidentiality, authentication, and authorization for routing messages [13],[10]. Research efforts by standardization bodies,
industry and academia have resulted in the development numerous proposals to
secure BGP [5], including four representative ones: Secure BGP (S-BGP) [12],
Secure origin BGP (SoBGP) [16], Interdomain Route Validation (IRV) [9] and
Path-end validation [7]. Each of them relies on its own approach for the management of security associations, keys, credentials and identities required for
the secure protocol operation. The deployment of secure routing systems has
faced significant difficulties due to the complexity and cost of managing trust in
large-scale networked systems.
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Consequently, we present in this paper Secure Blockchain (SBTM), a general
and flexible trust management framework for inter-domain routing based on a
blockchain protocol. SBTM provides the establishment of security associations,
the management of routing entities’ identities, credentials, keys and prefix ownerships, for any secure inter-domain routing system. This is achieved by replacing
the current Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) or web of trust based approaches
with a blockchain protocol. All relevant security information and credentials,
for all entities involved in the secure routing protocol, are to be stored in the
blockchain, making it available for every (border) router of the system through
an SBTM-wallet. When an AS provides a path attestation or a prefix, according
to the specifics of the routing protocol, each receiving router can authenticate the
message and validate if the announcing AS was authorized to perform this task,
by inspecting the security information (public keys, protocol-specific certificates,
etc.) stored in the blockchain.
SBTM can provide benefits over existing approaches for trust management
for secure routing protocols. The use of a blockchain makes the system fully
decentralized, removing the existence of central points of failure (Certificate Authorities (CAs)) and the cumbersome establishment of trust with remote, in
terms of trust, ASes in web-of-trust approaches. The deployment and operation
of SBTM requires minimal additions to any AS: (i) installation of the SBTMwallet in each of its border routers (so they can access all the information stored
in the blockchain), and (ii) deployment of some additional devices to ”mine” the
blockchain, i.e., earn the crypto-currency required to perform operations over the
blockchain. Finally, SBTM inherits the safe-guard properties of a proof-of-work
based blockchain, making changes over the information stored in the blockchain
untractable as a change in the information registered in the blockchain will require an attacker to modify consequently all prior transactions in the public
ledger (as all transaction in the blockchain depends from all previous transactions).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 surveys secure routing
frameworks and current trust management proposals; Sec. 3 provides a system
and Sec. 4 requirements; Sec. 5 describes in detail SBTM, illustrates deployment
and operation with specific secure routing protocols in mind; Sec. 6 provides a
brief analysis, followed by a preliminary performance evaluation (Sec. 7) before
we conclude.
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Related Work

As reported in the literature, several attacks on BGP resulted in instabilities
and outages for entire Internet domains [2], intentional blocking of web sites [3],
illegal seizure of routing paths or IP prefixes to snoop traffic [4], etc. To avoid
such attacks, four representative proposals, already mentioned, are: Secure BGP
(S-BGP) [12], Secure origin BGP (SoBGP) [16], Interdomain Route Validation
(IRV), [9] and Path-end validation [7]. Each of these proposals addresses BGP
security in a different way, seeking to provide properties, such as path and origin
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authentication, to ensure an advertised path is valid and that the announcement
originated at an authorized entity. Each framework relies on its own approach
to manage trust.
S-BGP relies on two PKIs to provide all information related to AS certificates, identities and prefix ownerships. With certificates binding public keys to
identities and attributes, digital signatures on secure routing protocol messages
can be validated. Path-end validation does not change BGP and performs origin authentication through the use of RPKI [15], a special PKI that binds an
IP-prefix with the number and public key of the Autonomous System (AS) that
owns it. So-BGP, on the other hand, performs origin and path/topology authentication based on three types of certificates that are cross-signed by ASes,
without making use of a central authority, in a web-of-trust (also known as PGPlike) approach: EntityCerts bind a public key to each SoBGP-speaking router,
PolicyCerts provide details on policy, route requirements or configure protocol
parameters, and AuthCerts, provide address ownerships and delegation. So-BGP
removes the need for the (one or two) PKIs trading off the achieved security.
IRV has no additional certificates but it relies on an independent security infrastructure border routers can request verification of UPDATE messages from.
This validation infrastructure is orthogonal to the routing protocol and relies on
having each AS running its own validation server and responding to queries.
Our objective here is not to propose any new secure routing protocol or evaluate their relative security. Rather, we are after a flexible, decentralized, trust
management approach that is at once secure and practical, amenable to incremental deployment. For that purpose, we leverage blockchain technologies and in
particular Certcoin [8], a decentralized PKI based on a blockchain protocol. Our
SBTM proposal provides an alternative trust management system that can
complement any secure routing protocol: simply put, practically all certificates
are generated by ASes and they become part of the blockchain, made available
for any other router to lookup and validate. The objective is two-fold: decentralized functionality and gradual deployment, with addition of ASes and routers
within ASes, along with strong security, thanks to the blockchain, and minimal
involvement of the Internet governing body.

3

System Model

A generic system model, with notation summarized in Table 1, faciliates the presentation of SBTM. Inter-domain routing systems (ρ) discover paths connecting
any two Autonomous Systems (ASes) of a network, N , through the exchange of
specialized messages. An AS is a large collection of connected network devices
and routing prefixes, IPASid , under the control of a common administrator (e.g.,
an ISP) with defined routing policies. A central authority, such as IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority), is in charge of recognizing a network entity
as an Autonomous System, providing it with an AS identification number, ASid ,
along with a set of IP address prefixes, IP sASid , for its subnetworks, NASid .
22

Table 1. Secure routing systems notation
Symbol
ρ
φs
φns
N
ASid
IPASid
Ri
τ
Mij
PASid
SASid
fτ (...)
γi = fτ (ASid , PASid )
µi = fτ (ASid , IP sASid )
λi = fτ (ASid , IP spref ix , route, topology...)

Definition
Inter-domain routing system
Secure routing protocol
Insecure routing protocol
Network
AS id
IP prefixes owned by ASid
Border router of ASi
Trust management system
Routing message from ASi to ASj
AS public key or certificate
AS private key
Identity binding function issued by τ
Public key binding ASi
IP ownership ASi
Protocol-specific info ASi

Internet routing is hierarchical thus, every ASx has two types of network
devices: internal routers, running intra-domain routing protocols, and border
routers, Rx , connected to other ASes’ border routers interconnecting their networks. Inter-domain routing protocols set up paths from an ASi , to any other
ASx through the exchange of routing messages, Mix . A routing system may run
an insecure inter-domain routing protocol, φns , which performs path discovery
between ASes without any security features. Secure inter-domain routing protocols (φs ) can represent the secure variant of a non-secure routing protocol φns ,
or a standalone secure routing protocol.
A secure routing protocol, φs , needs a trust management system, τ , that enables the establishment of security associations between routers and ASes. Thus,
τ manages all security information related to ASes and the secure routing protocol. Let a general function, fτ (...), bind the AS identity to the related security
information, such as public keys, IP ownership, etc.; the specific implementation
of fτ (...) depends on τ .
In current τ instances, the output of fτ () is essentially a signed certificate.
Without loss of generality, we consider
fτ (Sec.inf o) = Certτ = {Sec.inf o, sigτ (Sec.inf o)}
where Sec.inf o represents all the security information included in the certificate,
according to the certificate type, and sigτ (Sec.inf o) represents a digital signature. sigτ may represent a single signature from a single trusted party (a CA in
a PKI) or a vector of signatures from different entities of the trust management
infrastructure, i.e., a trusted path (such as a hierarchy of CAs or a set of trusted
ASes in a PGP-like protocol).
In Certcoin and other blockchain-based trust management systems, the use
of certificates is not needed, as the binding of identities and their related secu23

rity informations are directly performed by including, and conveniently signing,
identities and their related security information in a transaction. Thus, fτ () is:
fτ (Sec.inf o) = T ransact.{ASid , Sec.inf o, sigτ (ASid , Sec.inf o)}
τ will manage the binding between an AS identity and its public key, γASid ,
so that every member of the system can validate messages signed by the corresponding AS secret key, SASid ; the binding of an AS identity and its prefix ownership, µASid ; and the generation, management and signing of any other security
information required by the security protocol for its specific operation, λASid .
These protocol-specific certificates may include knowledge related to the system
topology, policies, IP advertisement delegations, IP ownerships, etc. Some examples of λASid from the already mentioned secure inter-domain routing protocols
would be: IP advertisement delegations in S-BGP; EntityCerts, PolicyCerts and
AuthCerts in So-BGP; IP ownership certificates in RPKI or IRV-responses.
Based on the description above, an ASi may initially be represented as:
ASi = {ASid , IPASid , Ri1 , ..., Rin , γASid }
τ is the entity in charge of managing and signing the following tuple of certificates
for the ASi : {γASid , µASid , λASid }
We considered two type of adversaries: External adversaries, network entities
not participating in the routing protocol, without valid credentials from the
trust management system. These can disrupt the operation of the system by
intercepting packets, replaying and modifying messages and forging messages;
and internal adversaries with valid credentials in the system and with access
to the trust management infrastructure. These adversaries have access to the
blockchain and are able to perform transactions in it, thus being able to store
new information in the blockchain.

4

Requirements

The aim is to deploy τ along with a secure routing protocol φs . We are interested
in requirements for τ independently of the correctness of φs . We are aware that
the design of φs will influence τ in terms of the information included in the λ
and µ certificates. In other words, τ should provide all the security associations
needed for the correct operation of φs .
Requirement 1: If φs , enabled by some τ 0 , is correct and ensures a set of
security properties, then φs , enabled by some τ 6= τ 0 , should also be correct and
ensure the same security properties.
For example, if two border routers Ri and Rj from two different ASes rely on
φs over τ 0 to run a secure routing protocol which ensures origin, topology and
path authentication, the replacement of the φs trust infrastructure from τ 0 to
τ should result in a system that satisfies the same security properties. In other
words, τ should be able to ”deliver” φs all information needed and provided by
τ 0.
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Requirement 2: τ should provide the facilities for every ASi , and therefore
every Rj ∈ ASi , to obtain all the λ, γ, µ certificates required to authenticate and
validate φs routing messages or any other of φs security mechanisms.
Let Rx ∈ ASx that sends a routing message to Ri ∈ ASi . Ri must be able,
through simple request to τ , to: (a) get the public key of Rx to authenticate
the message, (b) get the IP prefixes owned by Rx and its address attestations
to validate that it had permission to advertise the path included in the routing
message, (c) validate that the message was not modified or injected in the system.
Requirement 3: τ should enable a gradual, incremental deployment, from
an insecure routing protocol φns to its secure version φs . This should (i) cause
no changes in the underlying protocols, (ii) allow for the temporary coexistence
of φns and φs , and (iii) support φs as per Req. 1 and 2.
Any border router Ri from ASi should be able to validate φs routing messages, Mji , from ASj even if they traverse networks still running φns , and vice
versa. φs and φns should be able to coexist in ρ, allowing the exchange of routing
messages Mix , Mxi between border routers Ri ∈ ASi running φs and Rx ∈ ASx
running φns .
Requirement 4: τ should allow a seamless join of ASes and routers to ρ.
If router Ri ∈ ASi is to join the system, this should be done solely by
performing a blockchain transaction. Identically, the only operational cost for a
new ASj , and its border routers Rj ∈ ASj , joining the system should be the
generation of new certificates by τ , with no modification or changes over φs .
Moreover, additional joins of numerous routers and ASes should not penalize
the response time of operations requested by entities of the routing system over
τ.
Requirement 5: τ should offer the capability to quickly react against the
compromise of an AS credentials and it should protect the integrity of the security
information (λi , µi and γi certificates).
For example, if a border router Ri ∈ ASi is hacked and its keys are compromised, τ should allow for quick revocation of the compromised keys and renewal
of keys and certificates (λi , µi , γi ), to contain, as much as possible, potential
harm and disruptions. Ideally, τ should enable detection of the malicious behavior after the compromise. Moreover, no external adversaries without valid
credentials should be able to modify or forge the information stored in the trust
management system.

5
5.1

Secure Blockchain Trust Management (SBTM) system
SBTM overview

SBTM is a decentralized trust management infrastructure, τ , for secure interdomain routing protocols, φs , providing every border router Ri ∈ ASi ∈ ρ with
the tools and capabilities to retrieve all the security information and certificates
for any other ASj ∈ ρ in order to validate φs routing messages. SBTM operates
in the following stages:
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Recognizing an AS: An ASi can be described by the following tuple:
ASi = {ASid , IP sASid , Ri1 , ..., Rin , γASid }
ASi must have been recognized as such by IANA, the central authority in charge
of managing the Internet and BGP. The central authority provides ASi with its
ASid , a set of owned IP prefixes, IP sASi , an SBTM-wallet, and all the security
information stored in γi and µi . All this information is linked to the SBTM-wallet
of the ASi .
We borrow the concept of wallet from the crypto-currency world. SBTMwallets are similar to those in Bitcoin. They are a piece of trusted software in
charge of: (i) storing the identities and necessary keys for an AS to participate
in the blockchain protocol, (ii) allowing entities to inspect and perform operations over the blockchain, (iii) storing the amount of currency, owned by an AS,
required to perform operations over the blockchain.
SBTM-wallets implement a secure login system; even if an adversary compromises a network device running a SBTM wallet, the AS’s sys-admin credentials
would be needed to access and operate the SBTM-wallet on behalf of the AS.
Strong security measures already used in corporate environments could be applied to enhance the security of this piece of software. Once the central authority
have recognized ASi as such, ASi is provided with a link to a trusted repository
where downloads its SBTM-wallet.
AS initial registration to the blockchain: With the SBTM-wallet, ASi
generates its initial online and offline credentials, connected with a pair of online
and offline public and private keys linked to its identity and its SBTM-wallet.
Once created, these credentials are automatically announced to the central authority SBTM-wallet, which is the one responsible for issuing the register operation in the blockchain, appropriately signed, including the certificates and
security information, ASi = {ASi , IP sASi , γASi , µASi }. After this transaction is
validated, the ASi identity becomes publicly available to all other ASj running
φs in rho. All these initial transactions are free of charge (incur no cost).
Fig. 1 illustrates a set of ASi border routers with their SBTM-wallets installed. Neighboring Ri are connected over network links, across which φs routing
messages are exchanged. Moreover, SBTM-wallets are continuously communicating with each other and with the blockchain through a P2P protocol across the
Internet.
The blockchain represents a public ledger with a set of validated transactions containing information related to AS identity, credentials, and operation,
available to every member of the blockchain protocol. This public ledger, stored
in every device holding a wallet is periodically updated to include newly validated transactions. As proposed in Certcoin, different storage techniques may
be considered for trusted devices to jointly store the blockchain. This is out of
the scope of this paper.
Installation and registration of specific security information: Consider a set of ASes that joined the system and installed their SBTM-wallets to
their border routers, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Every SBTM-wallet in the system
26

Fig. 1. Communication between Rix ∈
ASi and the blockchain

Fig. 2. Architecture of a routing system
over SBTM

has full access to the blockchain and they all form a mesh network connected to
the central authority SBTM-wallet.
ASes have to register their protocol-specific security information in the blockchain in order to make it available for other entities in ρ running φs . Let ASi
that wishes to register a protocol-specific λi so that this information can be
validated by any other entity of ρ, e.g., ASj . Then, ASi sends ASj its certificate λi . ASj will then validate it, sign it, and perform an update transaction in
the blockchain to make λi available for everyone. To make this update transaction, ASj will lookup ASi ’s last validated transaction in the blockchain and it
will update this transaction, by reissuing it, including λi and its signature. The
cost of transactions for the registration of protocol-specific information in the
blockchain is taken over by the AS whose information is being modified, ASi
in this scenario. Blockchain protocols allow the implementation of additional
intelligence for transactions (even if it is not a smart-contract blockchain); conditions can be implemented to transactions so that, for instance, a transaction
is not validated until a specific entity involved in the transaction, and not its
issuer, pays the cost. Thus, in SBTM, the transaction for protcol information
registration is not validated in the blockchain until ASi pays for the cost. More
details of this process will be presented in the next subsection.
Different φs may present different types of certificates or security information
in λi with different signature and validation policies, requiring SBTM to be
configured appropriately. For example, in a soBGP/PGP-like φs a λi would just
need to be signed by some trusted entities in the system to be valid, as ASj
in the previous case. However, in a centralized PKI based φs , this λi may need
to be transmitted, signed and updated in the blockchain by a central authority,
such as IANA. The cost of the protocol-specific security information registering
transaction, even if its performed by a validating third-party such as ASj or
IANA, will be taken over by the entity for which the protocol information is
registered, ASi . We will outline example configurations of SBTM for actual φs
below.
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Up to this point, every router Ri ∈ ASi uses the same identity γASi . However,
ASi can assign a different identity, bound to a public key, for each of its routers
providing router-level identification, authentication and non-repudiation. Thus,
ASi performs an update transaction, an appropriately signed tuple (Ri , PRi )
for each of its border routers, where Ri is the id for ASi ’s router and PRi its
corresponding public key.
Mining the blockchain: For correct operation and consistency of the blockchain, every AS that runs SBTM mines the blockchain. These computations
can be done in each border router or in dedicated servers owned by the AS.
Mining is necessary in every crypto-currency protocol in order to validate new
transactions in the blockchain. The miners try solving a hard computational
problem. When a miner finds a solution, some currency is added to its wallet,
in our case Certcoins. Simply put, ASes need to have enough crypto-currency
(Certcoins) for basic operations in the blockchain. The central authority also
needs resources for mining the blockchain and avoid potential internal attacks
and verify issued transactions.
SBTM operation within φs : Once an AS is recognized as member of the
system, registered its protocol-specific certificates and installed its SBTM-wallet,
it is ready to run seamlessly φs based on its new SBTM-based trust management
system.
When ASi receives a φs routing message from ASj , it performs a lookup in
the blockchain to find the last valid transaction over ASj . Such a transaction
gives ASi a tuple (ASj , γj , µj , λj ) that is all the security information required
to validate routing messages from ASj . ASi has to perform the same look up
in the blockchain as every message arriving from an unknown ASx ∈ φs ∈ ρ.
This process is seemingly computationally expensive, however, there are many
ways of bypassing or minimizing the cost of lookups: e.g., caching information
about frequently seen ASes, or the definition of specific look up policies where
an intermediate system is used to retrieve updated identities and communicate
them to every router (relieving routers from this task).
New border routers or ASes joining the system: If a new ASm joins ρ
running φs , it has to follow the same steps as every AS that previously joined ρ.
This process is transparent for entities already in the system. When new routing
messages arrive from ASm , some ASi just does a lookup in the blockchain to
verify the information required to validate any routing message from ASm .
5.2

SBTM functionality: details and illustration of φs specifics

SBTM is orthogonal to the secure routing protocol φs . However, the φs deployed over SBTM needs protocol-specific configuration. Thus, to better illustrate SBTM operation, we describe below SBTM steps along with specific actions when used for a PGP-like trust φs such as soBGP [16], and one that uses
a centralized trust φs as S-BGP [11].
Initial registration to the system: ASi receives its SBTM-wallet for the
on
on
first time and generates an online asymmetric key pair (PAS
, SAS
) and an offline
i
i
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of f
of f
asymmetric key pair (PAS
, SAS
). Every AS, through its wallet, is limited to the
i
i
generation of a single online pair and a single offline pair. This is not the case
in Bitcoin or Certcoin wallets, where an infinite number of identities may be
generated for a single user. Once the online and offline pairs are generated, the
wallet communicates the public keys of both identities encrypted to IANA’s
wallet, which is in charge of registering these identities in the blockchain (along
with the AS’s assigned prefixes). IANA’s wallet registers the following performs
transactions in the blockchain for each AS:
on
on
(ASid , register, online, PAS
, IP sASid , signIAN A {ASid , PAS
, IP sASid })
id
id
of f
of f
(ASid , register, of f line, PAS
, signIAN A {ASid , PAS
})
id
id
of f
on
ASid is the AS number, PAS
and PAS
are the online and offline public keys
id
id
on
for the online and offline identity, respectively, signIAN A {ASid , PAS
, IP sASid }
id
on
is a signature computed with IANA’s wallet online secret key, SIAN A ; using its
corresponding public key, every router can verify that the registration of the
identities and the address attestations are valid. IANA’s public key is available
to every router of the system. IP sASid are the IP prefixes assigned by IANA
to this AS. ASes store the private key for the online identity directly inside the
SBTM-wallet, while the offline private key should be securely stored in an offline
device. The offline identity is used for revocation and modification operations
over the online and offline identities. IANA’s wallet is the only entity allowed
to make register operations in the blockchain. This may be easily configured in
Certcoin by making the registration operation free for IANA’s wallet and with
a monetary cost of infinite Certcoins for the rest of users in the system entities.
Moreover, because of this registration scheme, IANA is able to control and avoid
the registration of duplicate online or offline identities or, even, the registration
of illegal prefixes for any AS.
Installation and registration of protocol-specific security information: ASes make protocol-specific information λ available in the blockchain
through conveniently signed update operations, in order to start using φs . The
specific signature scheme for λ will depend on φs . Let us assume a PGP-based
φs . In order for ASi to publish its λi in the blockchain, the latter has to be
cross-signed by any other trusted ASj in the routing system. Therefore, ASi will
send its certificate to ASj which will add the certificate in the blockchain on
behalf on ASi
Thus, ASj will look up in the blockchain the last register, upload or revoke
transaction performed over ASi and update it, by reissuing a new transaction,
with ASi ’s updated λi certificate. This way, ASj validates ASi ’s λi , while any
other AS can look up ASi public key and identity in the blockchain. Assuming
that ASj finds that the last operation performed to ASi was its initial identity
on
on
registration, (ASi , register, online, PAS
, IP sASi , signIAN A {ASi , PAS
, IP sASi }),
i
i
then ASj will reissue this transaction including λi and its signature at the end
of the transaction. The type of the transaction will change from its original type
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to update. Thus, the original transaction was a register operation, and the new
update transaction including λi will be:
on
(ASi , update, online, PAS
, IP sASi ,
i
on
signIAN A {ASi , PAS
, IP sASi }, λi , signASj {ASi , λi })
i

This transaction will not be validated until ASi pays the fee for the transaction.
As already mentioned before, the AS whose protocol information is modified
in the blockchain is the one responsible for its cost, even though another ASj
performed the transaction on its behalf.
If, for instance, ASi also wishes to upload a set of router-specific identities
for routers Ri1 and Ri2 , in order to enable router-level authentication and nonrepudiation in the system, a new update transaction is performed over its own
identity and signed and paid by itself, including each router identity and related
public key:
on
on
(ASi , update, online, PAS
, IP sASi , signIAN A {ASi , PAS
, IP sASi },
i
i

{(Ri1 , PRi1 ), (Rix , PRix )}, signASi {ASi , (Ri1 , PRi1 ), (Rix , PRix )},

λi , signASj {ASi , λi })

The installation of router-specific identities and protocol-specific security information may be performed in the same update transaction. Fig.3 summarizes
information included in a single transaction; The specific cross-signing method
used for this operation may differ according to the specific φs .

Fig. 3. Information included in a SBTM transaction

soBGP installation of soBGP certificates: The protocol-specific security information is stored in the EnityCert, PolicyCert and AuthCert. Thus, an ASi
wishing to publish in the blockchain its soBGP certificates follows the general
procedure presented above. ASi sends the three Certs to ASj , or a set of ASj ,
in charge of validating the information included in them. ASj finds the last
transaction performed over ASi in the blockchain and updates it to include the
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soBGP certificates (briefly denoted xCerts) as follows:
on
on
(ASi , update, online, PAS
, IP sASi },
, IP sASi , signIAN A {ASi , PAS
i
i

xCertsASid , signASj {ASi , xCertsASid })

S-BGP address attestation: Address attestations are protocol-specific security information that must be registered in the blockchain. Suppose that ASi
owns prefixes IP sASi , and whishes ASj to also be able to advertise these prefixes. Thus, ASi looks up in the blockchain the last register, update or revoke
transaction performed over ASj and updates it to allow ASi to advertise the
prefixes. Let the last operation performed over ASj is
on
on
(ASj , register, online, PAS
, IP sASj , signIAN A {ASj , PAS
, IP sASj }) ,
j
j

ASi then adds the prefixes that it wants ASj to advertise to this transaction,
updating the transaction type from its original value, register in the current
example, to an update:
on
on
(ASj , update, online, PAS
, IP sASj , signIAN A {ASj , PAS
, IP sASj ,
j
j

IP sASi , signASi {ASj , IP sASi })

This way, when ASj advertises a prefix owned by ASi , other ASes can verify the advertisement was allowed by ASi by signASi {ASj , IP sASi } using ASi
online public key. The cost for this transaction is paid by the AS reponsible
for the address attestation, ASi due to the paying conditions defined for every
transaction in SBTM.
Managing protocol-specific security information: If ASj wants to remove its signature over ASi ’s λi , to make it invalid or to force other members
of the system to cross-sign λi in order to re-verify it, a revoke transaction will
be performed as follows:
on
on
(ASi , revoke, online, PAS
, IP sASi , signIAN A {ASi , PAS
, IP sASi },
i
i

signASj {ASj , signASj {ASi , λi }})

ASj would find the last transaction over ASi , it would remove the certificate
λi and will include it at the end of its transaction a signature of its previous
signature in the update transaction, and its own id, ASj , so that the rest of
the members in the system can recognize him as the one that removed λi from
ASi . The cost for this transaction is taken over by ASj . Additionally, removals
of router-specific identities would be performed the same way as updates of
protocol-specific information. If instead of completely removing protocol-specific
or router-specific information, an AS only wants to update this information, the
type of transaction to be performed will be an update transaction, instead of a
revoke transaction.
Revoke transactions used to delete protocol-specific certificates of an AS (not
if they are used to revoke keys) add a signature signASj {ASj , signASj {ASi , λi }}
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at the end of the transaction to indicate that ASi certificates were removed.
When another ASk finds this operation, it may decide to check the previous ASi
transaction to validate that, indeed, ASj only modified in the revoke transaction
or certificates signed by it, as it was entitled to. The next update operation over
ASi will remove this signature as the λi removal after this is considered verified
and new λi information may be added normally in an update operation. As every
transaction is recorded in the blockchain, if any anomaly or illegal information
not compliant with ASes policies is detected by the involved AS, or any other
entity of the system, this will immediately be reported to IANA for its subsequent
fix.
One may immediately think that an easy attack by a recognized AS (internal
adversary) would be to remove a set of valid λ certificates for an specific AS
through the generation of a subsequent set of update or revoke transactions,
destabilizing this AS operation in the routing system. However, this is solved
by the blockchain itself. Every transaction is registered in the blockchain so,
periodic validations through the whole blockchain may easily be performed by
miners, IANA or even double-checked by the involved ASes in order to avoid this
kind of misbehavior. IANA can periodically monitor the blockchain to detect
malicious operations, and ASes can double-check a transaction, by performing
an additional look up when facing a revoke or update transaction to verify that
no illegal transactions were performed.
Consider an entity with a valid AS with a valid SBTM-wallet software given
by IANA and with enough Certcoins to post requests into the blockchain. Transactions should be correct not to be discarded by miners or IANA during their
verification. As they come signed, attacks can be tracked with a low impact for
the system, due to the inherent traceability properties of blockchain protocols.
Removals of every protocol-specific identities for an AS would be performed using
the same revoke operation used to remove protocol-specific information from a
transaction. We illustrate this process of removal of protocol-specific certificates
in S-BGP and soBGP.
Removal or update of soBGP certificates: The removal or update of soBGP
Certs is performed following the general procedure explained above, replacing
λi in the signature by the specific Certs that want to be removed or updated.
S-BGP removal or update of address attestation: If ASi does not want ASj
to advertise IP sASi anymore it posts a revoke transaction:
on
on
(ASj , revoke, online, PAS
, IP sASj , signIAN A {ASj , PAS
, IP sASj },
j
j

signASi {ASi , signASi {ASj , IP sASi }})

Managing the blockchain infrastructure: A small monetary cost is defined for any protocol-specific related operation in the blockchain, i.e., update
and revoke transactions that affect a certificate and not an AS identity (as these
are for free). This is to force ASes to dedicate own computational resources to
mine the blockchain and earn additional Certcoins needed to perform operations
over the blockchain. Without miners the transactions could not be validated and
the system would not function. A small cost per transactions prevents ASes from
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submitting high volumes of requests that could result in miners, other ASes or
IANA, not being able to detect and validate these illegal operations; even resulting in a DoS attacks. A rogue AS that tries to push into the blockchain a
high amount of transactions will face two main impediments. First, it requires
a significant amount of cryptocurrency to perform them which implies a high
level of mining resources to earn that amount of cryptocurrency; second, these
transactions will need between 7 and 10 minutes to be validated, which is the
time required for miners in the blockchain to solve the problem that enables the
validation of transactions, avoiding any potential DoS attack.
AS identity and credentials management: ASes use their online identity
for every normal transaction over the blockchain. The offline identity is used if
an AS wants to make changes over their own identity; for instance, revoke their
online public key after a compromise is detected. Transactions over AS identities
should be verified and subsequently signed by IANA.
Thus, revoke transactions without any protocol-specific information (such as
the removal of a λi ) and signed using an AS offline private key notify the rest of
the ASes that the ASi online public-private pair was compromised. IANA tracks
this kind of transactions before its mining, signing them (to officially validate
them) and providing the AS with a new SBTM-wallet disabling the previous
wallet and revoking its associated certificate. Therefore, if ASi wants to revoke
its public key because it suspects that was compromised, it issues the following
on
on
transaction: (ASi , revoke, online, PAS
, signAS of f {ASi , PAS
}). This transaction
i
i
i
on
is verified using the offline public key of ASi , PAS
,
originally
registered in the
i
blockchain by IANA. Then, IANA verifies this revocation transaction. If it is
valid, it will update the revocation transaction signing it to indicate that every
AS that IANA has accepted the revocation and a new set of keys was issued for
ASi through a new SBTM-wallet:
on
on
(ASi , revoke, online, PAS
, signIAN A {signAS of f {ASi , PAS
}})
i
i
i

At the point a new SBTM-wallet is given to ASi , its offline secret key has to
be also revoked by IANA through the following transaction:
of f
of f
(ASi , revoke, of f line, PAS
, signIAN A {ASi , PAS
}) .
i
i

After all these transactions are validated in the blockchain and a new SBTM0on
0on
wallet is given to ASi , ASi generates brand new online (PAS
, SAS
) and offline
i
i
0of f
0of f
(PASi , SASi ) identities as it did when it received its initial SBTM-wallet. These
identities will be communicated to IANA that registers them in the blockchain
along with ASi prefixes. Thus, the old compromised key gets revoked and a new
identity is issued, allowing ASi to operate securely again in the system.
φs operation over SBTM: With SBTM in place, φs can operate securely
without any other trust management facilities.
soBGP. SBTM removes the need of distribution of soBGP Certs, as they
are directly available in the blockchain. Whenever a border router needs to validate a routing message, it can directly retrieve the relevant information from
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the blockchain and verify the message. This greatly reduces protocol message
overhead compared to its standard implementation increasing its scalability, as
there is no need for a permanent in-bound transmission of certificates. Furthermore, SBTM facilitates the validation of soBGP certificates and enhances their
security; as they are stored and signed in the blockchain, certificates can not be
modified or hijacked.
S-BGP. The blockchain replaces the two PKIs and the out-of-bound address
attestation from S-BGP, thus reducing overhead and removing centralized trust
management. For S-BGP over SBTM, when ASi sends an UPDATE message to
a neighbor ASj which can verify the authenticity of the message by looking up
ASi ’s public key in the blockchain. Each AS in the path will add its signature
in the route attestation. By validating these signatures, an AS can verify the
path followed by the UPDATE message. Finally, with a quick lookup into the
blockchain, a router can verify that the AS that advertised a certain prefix was,
indeed, authorized to advertise it.

6

Brief Requirements Analysis

Requirement 1: SBTM maintains the security properties of the routing protocol, φs , it is deployed to support. SBTM does not change in any way the operation
of φs as it is a complementary system to enable trust. It merely replaces PKIs
and PGP systems.
Requirement 2: Every border router of an AS can retrieve the required
security information. This is because security information is stored and managed
in the blockchain. Every network device of an AS has an SBTM-wallet installed
that provides access to this information.
Requirement 3: SBTM enables an incremental deployment from an insecure routing to its secure version. Once a secure protocol is to be deployed, SBTM
flexibly allows seamless join of entities in the system, allowing ASes rollout φs
at their own pace without penalizing other participants. Note that without an
SBTM wallet, a router cannot validate φs messages from other ASes that already
joined SBTM and configured their routers. Incoming messages can be validated
once the wallet is installed at an ASi , even though other transactions by or for
ASi are still pending.
Requirement 4: Adding new routers to the system is seamless and the
blockchain allows every member of the system to access newly updated information in the blockchain once the transactions are validated. This also happens when newly updated information about router identities is added to the
blockchain.
Requirement 5: Quick reaction to compromised ASes credentials is of utmost importance. SBTM is based on a blockchain protocol, benefiting from
proof-of-work blockchain protocols intrinsic security properties. If any adversary tries to modify the information in any of the validated transactions of
the blockchain, it will have to consequently modify the information of every
previoulys validated transaction. All validated transactions in a proof-of-work
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blockchain depend on its previous ones. This makes an attack over the blockchain
infrastructure
An external adversary is not able to perform attacks over SBTM. It will
not have access to the blockchain, removing its ability to forge information in
the trust management system. An internal adversary comprise entities that are
provided with an SBTM-wallet and therefore have access to the blockchain.
These adversaries are recognized ASes of φs or adversaries that were able to
hack and gain access to an AS border router and its installed SBTM-wallet1 .
Once a SBTM-wallet of a router Ri of ASi has been hacked, all the identites of
ASi will be compromised as the SBTM-wallet enables access and control over all
ASi security information. Internal adversaries can try forging information in the
blockchain. At this point, as all transactions are recorded, the compromised AS
or other entities of the system will eventually detect that ASi is misbehaving.
This fact is signalled to IANA which is responsible for revoking and renewing
ASi SBTM-wallets and identities.
Every transaction is recorded in the blockchain allowing for misbehavior detection. An AS can periodically traverse its transactions in the blockchain to
verify that no fake transactions were performed on its behalf violating its own
policies. IANA also performs verifications periodically to ensure that, with all
the information about ASes it has (IP ownerships, AS identities, etc.), no illegal transactions were performed. In addition, SBTM includes validation schemes
and a fast way of renewing an SBTM-wallet and identities to minimize the harm
of potential attacks over SBTM devices as already explained.

7

Performance analysis

To analyze the practicalty of SBTM we perform a preliminary performance analysis and discuss different dimensions of the framework.
Time per transaction: The time needed for a transaction to be verified
and added to a block (through the mining process). Analyzing different types of
proof-of-work based cryptocurrencies, the transaction validation time is of the
same order of magnitude for all of them. If we consider the average validation
time of Namecoin transactions, the cryptocurrency Certcoin is based on, the
average validation time of a transaction is about 8.5 minutes per transaction.
The time required for blockchain-based protocols to validate transactions change
over time according to the status of the network. However, this time is around
10 minutes in a typical proof-of-work based blockchain such as Bitcoin. This
does not suppose a problem for SBTM as the maximum validation time of a
transaction and the amount of rewards miners get per validation can be initially
configured in the genesis block of the blockchain during the SBTM blockchain
deployment. However, a validation time of 10 minutes is useful to avoid potential
1

SBTM-wallets represent a vulnerability of SBTM, as hacking this piece of software
enables access to all the information stored in the blockchain and the victim ASi
information. Securing wallet software requires a seperate investigation.
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attacks and the issuing of bursts of fake transactions, as already experienced in
Bitcoin.
Evolution of the blockchain size: After a peak of initial transactions for
the SBTM deployment, as a consequence of the registration of AS identities by
IANA and the registration of protocol-specific information in the blockchain, it
is difficult to infer the number of transactions per day that need to be performed
in the system. Transactions after the initial stage will be revocation transactions,
protocol-specific updates, the join of new routers for the already registered ASes
or new ASes, as well as isolated identity registrations by IANA due to compromised keys or addresses. SBTM does not require posting any additional transactions for the operation of the system, as in other cryptocurrencies that are
continuously performing transactions in the Blockchain such as Ethereum with
its Smart Contract executions SBTM. The blockchain is used as a decentralized
database that offers integrity and stores security information to enable trust.
Taking into consideration the current number of ASes and prefixes, the size of
the blockchain after the initial stage will be of approximately 50 MB. Then,
taking the number of transactions per day performed in the already deployed
decentralized DNS, Namecoin [1], approx. 300 transactions per day, the SBTM
blockchain will grow by at most 300 KB every day. Such a blockchain size will
not be a problem for modern routers.
Blockchain lookups: A challenge for SBTM is the time needed to perform lookups in the blockchain. The complexity of this operation will be of
O(n), where n is the size of the blockchain. However, the latest versions of Certcoin include certain improvements to reduce the lookup operations complexity.
Specifically, a Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) scheme and cryptographic accumulators are used to reduce complexity. Cryptographic accumulators group user
transactions to reduce the size of the blockchain from O(s), in its basic version,
to a O(log s), where s represents the number of transactions in the blockchain.
Thus, by reducing the size of the blockchain we reduce the time needed for
lookup operations. On the other hand, the use of Distributed Hash Tables to
manage the blockchain storage reduces the complexity of lookups from O(n) to
O(log n). These two improvements, already included in Certcoin, significantly
enhance the efficiency of lookup operations.
To have a practical approximation of the actual time needed to perform
lookup operations over the blockchain, a set of experiments were conducted on
a 2,5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor with 4 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3. We check
the time required to traverse every transaction in the blockchain for different
blockchains sizes; this is a worst-case scenario of a lookup operation, with the
transaction to be retrieved is at the end of the blockchain. Our results, in Table 2, show how, indeed, the complexity of a naı̈ve lookup operation, without
improvements grows linearly with the size of the blockchain. For sizes of representative blockchains for SBTM, without any scalability improvements, the
time of a lookup operation is below 1 second. In practice, however, an AS will
not have to traverse the entire blockchain. ASes typically make use of recently
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updated information in the blockchain,”located” closer to the beginning of the
blockchain. Moreover, certificate caches can reduce further lookup operations.
Table 2. Experimental full blockchain lookup time
Blockchain size Full lookup time
350 MB
0.4 s
700 MB
0.83 s
1 GB
1.17 s
2 GB
2.33 s

SBTM computation cost: We analyze the UPDATE validation process
in S-BGP when using SBTM as trust infrastructure. An analysis of S-BGP
estimates that, on average, each UPDATE contains about 3.7 route attestations
[12]. This requires, assuming that the router processing the UPDATE does not
have any AS’s address attestation and public key in cache: (a) one signature
verification and one blockchain lookup to verify the authenticity of the UPDATE
sent by a neighbor; (b) one blockchain lookup and one signature verification to
obtain the address attestation (protocol-specific certificate) for each AS, and
one signature verification to verify that the first AS in the route was allowed
to advertise the prefix (in the UPDATE message); (c) one blockchain lookup
and one signature verification for each RA to obtain each AS’s public key and
to obtain the prefixes they are allowed to advertise. Finally, another signature
verification per route attestation to check their validity. On average, therefore,
approximately 6 blockchain lookups and 13 signature verification needed per
UPDATE message.
According to the traffic analysis in [6], UPDATE messages are received by
a router (”BGP noise”) at a rate between 50 and 200 per minute. This means
that every SBTM-BGP router should be capable to validate at least 3 UPDATE
messages per second. Each AS router will need to perform 39 signature verifications and 18 (3 times 6) lookups per second. Recalling the discussion from the
previous point, we may infer that each blockchain lookup could performed in
around 0.1 seconds, as the worst case scenario will require 1 second per lookup
and all the useful information will be at the beginning of the blockchain. We
conducted an experiment using the previously mentioned hardware to infer the
maximum amount of hashes per second a device with these characteristics could
perform: obtaining around 65.000 hashes per second. Routers can easily validate
3 UPDATE messages per second, thus holding a modest computational overhead
sue to SBTM.

8

Conclusions

SBTM, a decentralized blockchain-based trust management system for interdomain routing systems, can provide benefits in replacing currently considered
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trust management systems for interdomain routing protocols without changes
for secure routing protocols. An initial evaluation supports the practicality of
SBTM, which facilitates gradual deployment of secure routing. Our on-going
work considers practical constraints, further analysis, and expansion of the ideas
presented here.
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